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bpabiszczak commented 3 days ago • 

@PercyP #4774

@joebordes @bpabiszczak It would be brilliant if you guys did collaborate as @joebordes has some
brilliant components that would be excellent in yetiforce :) fingers crossed it happens

It probably impossible, because we both think our own product is better, and I don’t think I can be convinced
that coreBOS is better.. because it’s not :D. However, there are many great things in coreBOS that would be
worth implementing. We can even write a migrating script from coreBOS to YetiForce but it won’t help with
the cooperation.

Joe, go ahead and let me know what you think :D
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 bpabiszczak added the Category::Discussion  label 3 days ago

 bpabiszczak self-assigned this 3 days ago

bpabiszczak commented 3 days ago

Maybe I’ll approach it from a different perspective – what would YetiForce have to do/change/add/rebuild for
coreBOS to consider cooperation? Is the problem the ownership of the product, or the product itself?

We would like to hear from our community what you guys think about this idea, what it would look like in
your opinion, and if you think there is any point in trying to establish this cooperation.
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PercyP commented 3 days ago

@bpabiszczak You both have excellent products, some of us prefer yeti, others prefer coreboss. I have
seen and used some of @joebordes products over the years as a vtiger user, and would love to see some
of them integrated here in yeti. There must be a way of you both collaborating that would be mutually
beneficial. Maybe if they develop components for integrating with yeti they could sell them via your
marketplace with a fee going to yourselves as they do with vtiger? That way yeti users get the additional
features and functions they need for their own yeticrm systems, and you both make something on the sales
of those add on components. In terms of some of the problems @bpabiszczak highlighted with coreboss, I
suppose in every system there are flaws (including yeti) as there will never be a point where a system is
100% perfect, as even when you get close, new technology etc. comes in and developers have to then
change their near-perfect systems to incorporate these - a never ending battle. 
So, in my opinion it would be brilliant to see some collaboration that benefits you both!

 

kabelo38 commented 2 days ago

Did you get some answers regarding this issue

#4774

**This is concerning security cannot be taken for granted 
"When will you fix dozens of SQL injection errors, XSS, and when will you start following the basic safety
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rules recommended by OWASP for example? Has coreBOS ever undergone any security audits"
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